Ancillary Supply Closet
NOW AVAILABLE TO SPONSORS: a convenient, efficient, powerful
inventory management and storage program. With a Supply Closet, your
entire organization’s supplies and equipment are housed together in our depots.
When a trial in your portfolio has an urgent supply or equipment need, we simply
trigger the needed inventory to be picked, shipped, and delivered. This is the best
on-demand Ancillary Supply Chain program available to Sponsors today.
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HOW IT WORKS
Because your organization is constantly being challenged to reduce costs while improving efficiencies and the delivery of
complex trials, Ancillare’s Ancillary Supply Closet program will ensure you always have inventory at the ready. In addition,
your trial’s ancillary supply budget and timeline will be continuously optimized. Here’s a look at how it works:
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Ancillare creates a closet for all active
studies within your organization, and
furnishes it with all the supplies and
equipment needed for all studies.
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EXAMPLE: You might
have five studies active
simultaneously across
three major Therapeutic
Areas (as seen above).
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An urgent ancillary supply need is identified
for the Phase II Oncology study.

The Phase II Oncology study uses the
same blood draw system as the Phase
III Vaccine trial in your closet.

A request is triggered and the required
inventory is tagged for the Oncology
trial’s immediate use.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AN ANCILLARY SUPPLY CLOSET

Email info@ancillare.com or talk to your
Business Development representative
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Inventory is picked, packed, and shipped
immediately to the sites in need —
shortening timelines significantly.

Ancillare Project Managers look at
projections for the Vaccine trial and
replenish the closet if needed.
Sponsor receives real-time updates and
itemized, per-trial usage data for record
keeping and reporting.

